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Malpuesto 2017
Coinciding in time, Bodegas Orben’s iconic wine presents the much-
awaited 2017 vintage. This wine awakens passions as a result of its 
marked expression and uniqueness,  within a more contemporary 
line of D.O.C.a Rioja wines. The year’s characteristics clearly shape 
its DNA, showing a very marked personality in which its breadth, 
power and aromatic-sensory richness stand out. In addition, the 95 
points given by Suckling and the Peñín Guide confirm the quality of 
this harvest. This little gem has a limited production of 5,000 bottles 
from the vineyard that gives it its evocative name. The edition is 
topped off by the attractive design and packaging that accompany it.

Orben 2017
After months of waiting, due to high demand, the 2017 vintage 
that started off the Orben project – located in Laguardia – is now 
available. The great expectations it aroused were increased by the 
high scores obtained in both the Peñín Guide and the last article by 
James Suckling with 94 points. The production has exceeded 28,000 
and highlights its principal standard: its multisingular personality 
that comes from the more than 70 microplots used to produce it. Its 
characteristic complexity is accompanied by the great potential of 
one of the shortest vintages in history.

Vetus 2016
From the heart of Toro comes the 2016 flagship vintage of Bodegas 
Vetus. This wine shows the essence of a DO through its strength, 
but that shuns its more traditional appearance, as its own name 
indicates, in search of new concepts to attain a different Toro. This 
is an exceptional harvest thanks to the right kind of weather for 
increased freshness and vivacity. For this reason, the selection of 
plots in the vineyard surrounding the winery is paramount. Vetus 
ages for 12 months in new French oak barrels.























“Happiness consists in being able
to link the beginning with the end.”

— Pythagoras


